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IMMEDIATE KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS VIA VIDEOTAPE REPLA,Y AND ITS
EFFECT ON THE LEARNING OF SELECTED FOOTBALL SKILLS
Abstract
ALEXANDER THOMAS LUNDQUIST
Under the supervision of Professor Glenn Robinson
It was the purpose of this study to determine whether video
tape instruction utilizing immediate knowledge of results is superior
to two of the traditional methods of coaching football.
The traditional methods employed in this study were (1) verbal
cues and demonstration and (2) verbal cues, demonstration, and a
training film.
The following procedure was employed:

Thirty-three male

volunteer freshman students at South Dakota State University were
placed into three groups equated by their motor educability and pre
test scores on selected football skills • . The subjects in the three
groups participated in a five-week training program, during which
they met once a week for seventy-five minutes.

Two phases of the

training program remained constant for the three groups:

(1) observ

ing demonstrations of the selected football skills and (2) receiving
verbal cues given during training sessions as the subjects practiced
the football skills.

The differences in the training sessions were

that Group II utilized a training film of the· selected football skills
and Group III viewed videotaped performances.
A test of th� selected football skills was administered to the
experimental groups at the beginning and at the termin�tion of the

training program.- The test consisted of (1) left defensive halfback
stance, alignment, and movement on a drop back pass from a zone
defense (2) stance, alignment, and movement for the "hook" and -"hook
°

,,

and go" pattern for the split right end, and (3) stance, alignment,

and movement for the "break"_ and "break and go" pattern for the split
right end.

All skills were recorded via videotape and evaluated by a

panel of judges.

The data were analyzed to determine what effect the

training programs had upon the-subjects' �bility to perform the
selected football skills.
The analysis of variance test indicated no statistical signifi
cant difference between the groups at the one-percent level.
_T he findings of this study seem to indicate that verbal cues
and demonstration; verbal cues, demonstration, and a training film;
verbal cues, demonstration and immediate knowledge of results via
videotape replay are equally effective methods in the learning of
selected football skills.
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CHAPI'ER I

THE PROBLEMS, LIMITATIONS, AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
INTRODUCTION
An innovation for improving the learning process of students
that has rapidly gained usage in recent years is videotape replay.
The objective of videotape replay as a teaching device is to enable
the individual to critically analyze his own performance visually and
thereby to enhance the learning process. More specifically, indi
viduals involved in the coaching of a wide variety of sports are
claiming that videotape replay is of great assistance in their coach
ing procedures.

Coaches feel that improvement results because of the

participant's ability to correct his own mistakes with perceptual
feedback received by observing his own performance.

In an article,

Speed, tennis coach at Sibley High School in Minnesota, claims that
videotape replay does improve performance in tennis.

Coach S·peed is

so convinced of its value that he suggests coaches of other sports
1
begin to utilize videotape.
Strong suggestions such as the above
staternent should be based on rather extensive research.

As far as

the writer has been able to ascertain, very little research has been
completed to support the use of videotape replay as a teaching aid.
�obert C. Speed, "Video Tape for Coaching," Athletic Journal,
XLVIII (September, 1967), 70.

The research that does relate to videotape instruction is rather
inconclusive as to its value in improving instruction.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem:

It was the purpose of this study to

determine whether videotape instruction utilizing immediate knowledge
of results is superior to two of the traditional methods of coaching
football.
The two traditional methods employed in this study were
(1) verbal cues and demonstration and (2) verbal cues, demonstration,
and a training film.
Importance of the study:

The writer felt that if the results

of the study were significant, it would have definite implications for
th� coaching of football.

Valuable practice time would not be spent

in trial and error procedures.

The major emphasis would be on

correcting mistakes rather than on interpreting errors.

The video

tape method would be a more effective way of evaluating a performance,
allowing the coach to become more scientific and objective in his
appraisal.
II.
1.

LIMITATIONS

Subjects were selected from the male basic instruction

classes at South Dakota State University.
2.
gymnasium.

The training program and testing were performed in a

3

3.

Only one coach was used in the demonstrating and the teach

ing of the football skills.

4.

An eleven-point rating scale was used to subjectively

evaluate the participants.

5.
6.

The training program extended over a period of five weeks.
Participants ranged from students with no experience to

students with four years of high school experience • .
III.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

The following is a list of terms, developed by the writer, to
describe movement and behavior resulting from the practice of selected
football skills.

The definition of terms should not be construed as

absolutes, but were developed through reading and in discussions with
members of the football coaching staff at South Dakota State Univer
sity.
1.

Plant:

the placing of the foot in a position whereby the

weight can be transferred to that foot for the purpose of changing
direction quickly and accurately.
2.

Check:

the step prior to the plant, used to slow the indi

vidual down in order to complete a successful plant.

3.

Speed Fake:

4.

Directional Fake:

footwork that is accompanied with a definite

increase in speed, causing the individual to elude the defender.
a good plant, causing the defender to

react in the direction of the plant when in essence the pattern is in
another direction.

4

5.

Head Fake:

use of the head in a manner as to catlse a

defensive player to react in the opposite direction from which the
offensive player intends to go.
6.

Knee Turns:

the term used to describe the movement of a

defensive halfback running sideways and looking back tow ard the
quarterback.

7.

Immediate Knowledge of Results:

results obtained by the

performer shortly upon the completion of the act.
8.

Traditional:

the method of coaching whereby only verbal

cues, demonstration, a�d a training film are used by the coach.
9.

Motor Educability:

the ability of an individual to learn

a motor skill.
10.

Motor Skill:

Cratty's definition of motor skill may be

termed:
Reasonably complex motor performance. While the phrase
'reasonably complex' is of course subjective and somewhat vague,
reference within the definition must usually be made to the
nature of the task and the status of le arner. For example, an
adult can hardly be said to be skilled because he is able to
walk or to run; while to an eight-month old, walking is an ex
tremely skilled act.
The term skill denotes that some learning has taken place
and th at a soothing or integration of behavior h as resulted.
ExtraDeous movements have been omitted and the performance is
executed with increasing speed and accuracy, a decrease in
_errors, or perhaps the ability to apply greater force. 2
2Bryant J. Cratty, Movement Behavior and Motor I£arning
(Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1964Jp. 23.

I
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11.

Motor Performance:

performance considered �o be goal

centered, purposeful, observable movement behavior of relatively
short duration. 3 · ,

I
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CHAPrER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
An examination of the literature revealed that the evidence
supporting videotape was rather limited.

Although visual aids have

been the subject of a limited amount of research by physical educators,
what has been published was completed prior to the development of
today's improved equipment.
REVIEW
Lee, in a study concerning the effects of audiovisual aids in
teaching a specific sport skill to the educable mentally retarded,
concluded that there was no significant difference in the group
receiving audiovisual aid in pre-tests and post-tests.

1

Fordyce, in a study which investigated the use of visual aid
for training linebackers in football, reported that significant gains
2
in correct responses were evident when a visual aid was employed.
Winslade, studying the effect of the slow motion color film in
the learning of specific motor skills, concluded that two classes of
1

Sandra S. Lee, "The Effect of Audiovisual Aids on Teaching a
Specific Sport to the Educable Mentally Retarded, 11 Completed Research,
IX (1967), 52.
�ichard Fordyce, "A Visual Aid for Training Linebackers for
Springfield College Use, 11 Completed Research, IX (1967) , 111.
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ninth grade boys (1) seeing 8 mm color films and (2) viewing line
demonstrations made the_ same improvements on the Stroup.basketball
ability test. 3
In Irwin's study on the effect of selected audiovisual aids in
teaching beginning tennis skill and imparting knowledge to women,
three experimental groups were employed.

Seventy-eight college women,

all beginning tennis players, were divided into three groups:

(1)

taught by verbal cues and demenstration; (2) verbal cues, demonstra
tion, and sound film and film strips;
and silent loop film.

(3) verbal cue, demonstration,

The results indicated that no significant

difference was found among the three groups. 4

Hawthorne studied the effectiveness of the slow motion picture
in teaching golf.

Slow motion pictures were taken of two groups, the

experimental group was shown the picture, and each subject criticized
his performance individually.
were taken again.

After three class periods, pictures

The results indicated that slow-motion picture

study was an effective device for improving beginning golfer' s form. 5
3nonald Kenneth Winslade, "The Effect of 8 mm Slow Motion
Color Film in the Learning of Specific Motor Skills, " Completed
Research, VI (1964) , 44.
4 June Irwin, "The Effect of Audiovisual Aids in Teaching
Beginning Tennis Skills and Knowledge to College Women," Completed
Research, I (1959), 37.

5Martha E. Hawthorne, ·11 A Study of the Ef.fectiveness of the Slow
Motion Picture in Teaching Golf," Completed Re�earch, VII (1965) , 65.

i
t

8

In a study by Gray and Brumbach of loop films on the learning
of badminton, it was s�ated in their conclusions that

a

trend analysis

during the sixth week of a ten-week training program showed signifi
cant difference between the group employing visual aids, but that
after the conclusion of the training period both groups had made
significant improvements and that there was no significant difference
between the groups.

6

In an article discussing the use of photography in sports,
Hainfield suggested very strongly that pictures are of great value to
the performer.

Hainfield, in discussing the use of a ten-second

sequence camera, stated:
Practice may lead to perfection, but understanding what is
being done incorrectly can help a student improve his skill
immediately. Next time a pupil wants to know what he is doing
wrong, consider the use of this new camera. In less time than
·it takes to tell him, show him. 7
From two of Concord Video System' s produce application bulle
tins, it is evident that videotape is becoming widely used.

Morten

sen, manager of the Bowleram:1 in Moscow, Idaho, purchased a videotape
shortly after three students who tried videotape replay during a
6wayne Brumbach and Charles A.. Gray, "Ef£ect of Daylight
Pro
jection of Film Loops on Learning Badminton," Research Qu:lrter1Y,,
XXXVIII (December, 1967), 562-69.
?Harold Hainfield, "Photography Sports," Journal of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation, (October, 1967), 83.

I
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�ealer' s demonstra�ion went on to win two firsts and a second place in
statewide competition •. _ Mortensen says, "One-half hour lesson can

change a bowler completely. 198

John McMullin, tournament player and professional instructor at
S an Jose Fairways, San Jose, California, s ays:
This machine (videotape) is a great asset to any sport.
Especially golf. The player is not only seeing what he does,
but he can run the tape back and forth and stop it. He can
pick out any point in his swing and analyze it--and then come
back and see the same thing again, and itq improvements, or if
it' s gotten worse. 9
In the most recent study utili�ing videotape replay as a teach
ing aid for the instruction of gymnastic skills, some measure of
signific ance was found.

Two groups were used:

(1) verbal explana

tions, demonstration, practice, instructor analysis, and correction;
and (2) the same method aided by videotape_replay.

A categorical

grade of excellent, good, average, fair, poor, or failure was used as
the means for rating each component of the performances.

The results

indicated that 47 percent of the experimental group completed a basic
gymnastic routine at the end of seven.weeks.

However, only 26 percent

of the conventional group succeeded in accomplishing the routine. 10

8concord Electro�ics Inc. , Product A2plication Bulletin, Huron,
South Dakota.
9Ibid.

lOElliott R. Plese, "Comparison of Videotape Replay With a_
Traditio�al Approach in the Teaching of Selected Gymnastic Skills, "
(Unpublished D8:;tora) Dissertation, Colorado State University, Fort
Collins, 1968) .

10

SUMMARY
The review of related literature seemed to indicate little
agreement that visual aids are an asset to the coach.

The studies

related to videotape offered limited rese arch to support the need for
its use.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING DATA
INTRODUCTION
The subjects, the instruments used for obtaining data, and the
training program are described in this chapter.

SUBJECTS
Thirty-three male subjects wer� involved in the study.

A sur

vey of the basic instruction program yielded one hundred and fourteen
volunteers who met the limitations of the study.

The table of random

numbers was entered and thirty-three subjects were selected as sub
jects for the study.
The subjects were equated into three groups by scores on a
motor educability test and pre-test scores of the selected football
skills.

The motor educability test used was the Iowa Revision of the

Brace Test (See Appendix A).
The pre-test constituted the performance of each individuai on
the selected football skills.

The following skills were videotaped:

(1) left defensive halfback stance, alignment, and movement on a drop
back pass from a zone defense; (2) stance, alignment, and movement for
the "hook" and "hook and go" pattern for the split right end; and

(3) stance, alignment, and movement for the "break t : and "break and go"
pattern for the split right end.

The s�bjects on the pre-test

I
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selected at random a number from one through thirty-three establish
ing the order of performance and identification on the ·videotape.

No

conversion of raw scores was nec·essary for the study.
Upon completion of the two tests the subjects were pl aced into
groups of three by the stratified random allotment method.
--

Employing

the pill box method, the investigator placed each subject into one of
the three experimental groups.

Again, by means of the pill box method,

the three experimental groups�were assigned a number:

(1) traditional

method, (2) training film method, and (3) videotape method.
The pre-test scores used for equating purposes were also
classified as pre-test scores for the initial test of the study.
MEASUREMENTS
To insure a more reliable and valid .distribution of scores, an
eleven-point rating scale was developed (See Appendix B) .

The rating

scale was designed by the writer with the assistance of three South
Dakota State University football staff members and a South D akota
State University statistician.

The football staff members also served

as a panel of judges to evaluate the performances of the subjects via
the rating scale.

Subjects in each group were given identical infor

mation concerning the execution of the football skills and then pre
tested.

The performances were recorded on videotape.

At the con

venience of the panel of judges, the subsequent performance of each
individual was evaluated.

One scoring sheet was used by the three

judges, in as mueh as they were able to play back e ach performance as

13
�any times as w as qecess ary before arriving at a unanimous decision
for a performance scor� on each movement.

The videotape also was

equipped with stop action to enhance the reliability of the judges.
The scoring sheet as used appears in Appendix C.

, TRAINING PROGRAM
The thirty-three subjects met with the investigator for orien
tation and for determining·wh�n the training sessions should be hel�.
Each group had a choice of meeting for training sessions in the
gymnasiu:n at either 6: 00 a. m. or 10:00 p. m. Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday.

All three groups decided upon an evening hour.

The train

ing period consisted of five, seventy - five-minute sessions with the
post-test included in the fifth session.

Two phases of the training

program remained constant for all three groups:

(1) observing demon

strations of the selected football skills, (2) receiv�ng verbal cues
given during training sessions as the subjects practiced the football
skills.

The differences in the training session for the three groups

are discussed in the following pages.
The only requirement for dress was that each participant
should wear tennis shoes and clothing that would not restrict move
ment.
VideotaEe Grou,2. (G!'ouo III)
The subjects in the videotape group (hereafter referred to as

Group III) reported to the State University gymnasium on March 3 ,
219011

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE 'Nl ERS!TY LIBRARY
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1968, at 10: 00 p.m •. In as much as each group had been given instru�
tions for the pre-test, this meeting was considered to ·be the second
training session.
Appendix D.

The training program for Group III appears ·in

Group III followed the schedule closely.

The difference

between Group III and the other groups was that, at the discretion of
the investigator, the subjects in Group III were stopped during
practice to view and analyze their performance via videotape replay.
The videotape equipment used included (1) Sony SV 300 tape
recorder, model n�mber 4TD482.

The recorder was operated exactly the

same way as a standard tape recorder, the only difference being that
the recorder was designed to record video performance; (2) the
'

Panasonic television camera, model number WV933p; (3) The Canon zoom
lens, model TV 16.

This lens made it possible to get a close up of

any movement desired;

(4) a 19" General Electric viewing monitor,

model number 4TL 31Bl.
A trained camera man was employed to operate the videotape
equipment.

.

.

The writer was careful to permit each individual in Group III
.to have an equal amount of time to view himself on tape.

The maximum

time Group III spent observing videotape replay was thirty minutes per
training session.

During this time the subjects were able to analyze

themselves and discuss progress and problems of performance with the
investigator.

Physical practice of the skills was forty-five minutes

per session for the entire training program.

15

Figure 1.

Videotape Replay Equipment
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For the post-test each participant ran through the test battery
and his performance was recorded on videotape.

E ach individual had

the opportunity to view the trial performance before the actual test
was-administered.
Traini�g

f.i!.TI! Gro_up_ ( Group II)

The subjects in the training film group (hereafter referred to
as Group II) reported to the State University gymnasium March 6, 1968,
at 10: 00 p. m.
D.

The training program for Group II appears in Appendix

The difference between Group II and the other two groups was the

utilization of a training film.
The training film used in the study was made by Roger Eischens,
offensive end coach at South Dakota State University, and Richard
Newman, defensive secondary coach at South Dakota State University, in
conjunction with the investigator.

E ach coach performed his specialty

in the training film.

The film was made in the South Dakota State

University gymnasium.

The conditions were similar to those under

which the training program was to be administered.

The training film

encompassed all phases of the skills which the participants were
attempting to learn.

The skills were presented in parts and then the

whole skill was demonstrated.

The training film, ten minutes in

length, w as shown prior to each training session.

Physical practice

of the skills was sixty-five minutes per practice session for the
entire program.

I
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For the po-st.-test, Group II viewed the training film and then
was given a practice trial at the actual test.

Then, the actual test

was administered and recorded via videotape.
Traditional Grol!P (Grou� I)
The subjects in the traditional group (hereafter referred to as
Group I) reported to the State University gymnasium March
10: 00 p. m.

7,

1968, at

The training program for Group I appears in Appendix D.

Group I was limited to strictly demonstration and verbal cues.

They

were given dem'.".)nstrations more frequen.tly than the other two groups
during the training period.
visual reinforcement.

This procedure was their only means of

Group I practiced the skills for seventy-five

minutes per session for the entire training program.
The post-test was administered by giving the group a live
demonstration of the skills and allowing them to run one trial of the
test before having it videotaped.

The actual test was then ad�inis

tered.
Investigator's Rol�

i�

Testing:

For both pre-test and post-test, the writer served as the
quarterback and/or reference point for the left defensive halfback.
Ori the drop-back pass situation the writer held a football and gave
the participant sound commands and movement com..�ands.

To initi ate the

test, the investigator stationed himself in the quarterback position
and the player aligned himself in the correct defensive position.

The

investigator then slapped the ball, simulating the snap and raised the

18
ball above the head indicating a drop back pass.

By continuous action

the ball was moved to the left and then right, indicating the pattern
being run by an imaginary end.

°The entire movement lasted from three

In this length of time a defensive halfback was

to five seconds.

expected to cover a receiver.

The participants were taught to respond

to these stimuli.
On the four pass routes the writer served strictly as a refer
ence point.

This procedure enabled the receiver to know where to look

for the ball.

The ball was not thrown for the test as only the proper

pass pattern was being investigated.
The Post-Test:
For the post-tests, the participant selected a numbered card at
random which established order of performance and identification on
the videotape.

The participant held up the card before beginning his

test, thus establishing identification.

In this way, the names of

the participants were never divulged to the panel of judges.
The panel of judges were not aware of group affiliation as they
evaluated the performances, nor were they aware of which group was
being evaluated.

All three groups were evaluated at one time, and

the judges never knew the order in which the groups were being
reviewed.

This procedure avoided prejudices on the part of the judges

as to which group was or was not superior.

I
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
INTRODUCTION
The statistical analysis of the data collected is presented in
this chapter (The data appears in Appendix E).
SCORING OF DA,TA.
The ability of the subjects to perform three selected football
skills was measured and recorded by an initial and final test.

Each

skill was evaluated by an eleven-point rating scale, with composite
score totaling thirty-three points.
correct movements at the rate of
difficulty of the movement.

.5

Points were subtracted for in
or 1. 0 depending on the degree of

A final score was determined from the

total of thirty-three points.
RELIABILITY OF DATA
The Iowa Revision of the Brace test was used as an equating
factor.
In preparing the test, three criteria were applied to the
selection of stunts as follows: (1) The percentage of individ
uals passing the test increased with age. (2) It had a rela
tively low correlation with strength, with the Classification
Index, and with the Sargent Jump. In other words, it was not a
measure of strength, size, maturity, or power. (3) It corre
lated relatively high with track and field athletic ability when
the Classification Index, Sargent _ Jump, and strength were held

20
constant to the athletic events but not to the stunt; consid
eration was thus given to greater skill (or a greater degree
of motor educability) . l
Pre-test scores on the ability to perfonn the selected football
skills were also used as an equating factor.
One scoring sheet was used by the three judges, in as much as
they were able to play back each performance as many times as necessary
before reaching a unanimous decision for a perfonnance score on each
movement.

Therefore, no reliapility was necessary on the rating scale.
ANALYSIS OF DATA

The analysis of variance technique as described by Garrett was
employed in order to determine whether there was any statistically
2
significant difference between means of the experimental groups.
The F-ratio at the one-percent level of significance was chosen
as the level to denote statistical significance.

The necessary F

ratio in this study for statistically significant difference between
the groups was 7.88 at the one-percent level, using two and twenty
three degrees of freedom. ¾rarrison H. Clarke, Application of Measurement to Health and
Physical Education (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc.
1967), p. 277.

Henry E. Garrett, Elementary Statistics (New York: David
McKay Company, 1963), p. 170-176.
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FINDINGS
The- d ata obtained from Group I, Group II, and Group III are
analyzed statistically in this section.
Between Groups
Analysis of variance was applied between three experimental
groups to determine significance of. difference between the effects of
verbal cues and demonstration;' verbal cues, demonstration, and a
training film; and verbal cues, demonstration , and immediate knowledge
of results via videotape replay on the learning of selected football
skills.
Table I shows a summary of the analysis of variance data.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENCE AMONG MEA,NS
BY THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN GROUPS
Source

df

ss

Total

25

332. 9�

Be.tween

2

Within

23

14. 49
318. 05

ms

F-ratio

7. 25

. 524*

13. 83

*F-ratio of 7 . 88 necessary for significance at one -percent level .
In comparing the data from the differences among means, an F
ratio of . 524 was found.

Thus, the null hypothesis was not rejected.

I
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Table II shows a summary of the me an improvement within the
experimental groups.

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF MEAN IMPROVEMENT
WITHIN THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

Group

M1
Final

M2
Initial

Diff.
(Ml - M2)

Group I

26. 7.5

17. 80

+8. 95

Group II

26. 28

18. 40

+7. 88

Group III

27. 00

17. 21

+9. 79

A. mean gain of 9. 79 was made within Group III, which utilized
verbal cues, demonstration, and immediate knowledge of results via
videotape replay.

This improvement was . 84 higher than Group I,

which used verbal cues and demonstration only, and 1. 91 higher than
Group II, which used verbal cues, demonstration, and a training film.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The analysis of variance test indicated no statistically sig
nificant difference between the treatments of the groups at the one
percent level.
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CHAPI'ER V
SUMMARY

PROBLEM
It was the purpose Qf this study to d etennine whether videotape
instruction utilizing imrn.ediate knowledge of results was superior to
two of the traditional methods of coaching football.
The two traditional methods employed in this study were
(1 ) verbal cues and demonstration and ( 2) verbal cues, d emonstration ,
and a training film.
DATA
The subjects were thirty-three volunteer male freshman students
at · s outh Dakota State University.

The limitation for volunteering was

�hat subjects must not have had collegiate football experience.

The

volunteers ranged in experience from no experience to four years of
high school football participation.
The thirty-three subjects were selected from a list of one
hundred fourteen volunteers by entering a table of random numbers.
The subjects were placed into three groups equated by their motor
educability and pre-test scores on selected football skills.

The

experimental groups were designated as Group I, verbal cues and dem
onstration; Group II, verbal cues, demon � tration, and a training film ;
and Group III, verbal cues , demonstration, and immediate knowledge of
results via videotape replay.
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The subject� participated in a five-week training program in
which they met once weekly .

Group I practiced the football s kills _for

the entire seventy-five-minute training session.

Group II viewed �

training film of the selected football skills that lasted ten minutes
and practiced the skills fo� sixty-five minutes.

Group III spent

twenty to thirty minutes e ach session viewing videotape of their

0½11

performances of the selected football skills, and forty-five to fifty
five minutes practicing the skills.
A test was administered prior to the training program to deter
mine the subject's ability on the selected football s kills.

A post

test was given at the termination of the program to determine the
effectiveness of the training program.

Both pre-tests and post-tests

consis ted of (1) left defensive halfback stance, alignment, and move
ment on a drop back pass from a zone defense; (2) stance, alignment,
and movement for the "hook" and "hook and go" pattern for the split
right end; and (J) stance, alignment, and movement for the "break" and
"break and go" pattern for the split right end.
The data collected during the testing period were recorded and
analyzed to determine what effect the training programs had upon the
subjects' ability to perform the selected football s ki lls.

The analy

sis of variance was employed to determine whether any of the three
groups were s ignificantly different.

I
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FINDINGS
The analysis of variance test indicated no statistical signifi
cant difference between the groups at the one-percent level.

CONCLUSIONS
The findings of this study seem to indicate that verbal cues
and demonstration ; verbal cues, demonstration, and a training film;
verbal cues, demonstration, and immediate knowledge of results via
videotape replay are equally effective methods in the learning of
selected football skills.
The investigator is of the opinion that the reason for the
videotape replay group' s not improving significantly over the other
two groups was that the videotape group actually practiced one-third
less time than either of the other two groups.

The investigator feels

that had the videotape been used as a supplement to a practice period
equal in time to the other groups, the results of the videotape group
might have been statistically significant in improvement.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The investigator proposes the following recommendations for
further study:
1.

That a similar study be undertaken that allows for the same

length training sessions for all three groups with the videotape
replay used as a supplement to the training sessions.

j
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2.

That � similar study be undertaken with data being analyzed

every two weeks.

J.

That a similar study be undertaken with subjects who have

4.

That similar studies be completed on other motor skills.

had no previous experience with the skills being taught.
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APPENDIX A
The Iowa Revision of the Brace Test
_ Motor educability is the ability to le arn motor skills easily
and well.

It corresponds, in the area of general motor skills, to

intelligence in the area of classroom subjects.

Most of the measure

ment of motor educability to date has been of a "shotgun" variety ;
that is, the attempts have been to measure motor educability with one
general type of test.
David K. Brace, in 1927, was the first researcher to publisher
to description of a test which .attempted to measure motor educability.
Twenty self-testing stunts, some easy and some quite difficult, scored
on a pass-or-f ail basis, comprised the battery.

The number passed out

of the twenty items was interpreted from scaled scores.

Since the

Brace Test was not designed to be a test of motor educability, it
includes some stunts that depend, for their execution, primarily upon
strength.
The Iowa Revision of the Brace Test, by C. H. McCloy, commonly
referred to as the "Iowa-Brace Test, " resulted from an attempt to
design a test primarily for the measurement of motor educability.

Of

the forty stunts studied, twenty-one stunts (this number includes ten
stunts of the Brace Test) , each of which meets the following criteria,
were retained for the Iowa-Brace Test.
(1 ) The percentage of persons_ who executed a stunt correctly
increased with each year of age; for example, a stunt executed
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� uccessfully by 80 . Percent of the thirteen year-old performers but by
only 45 percent of the fourteen year-old performers was eliminated.
(2) The ·stunt had a low correlation with the strength test,
with �he classification index, and with the S argent Jump; in other
words, it was not a significant measurement of strength, size and
maturity, and for power.

( 3) The stunt had a high correlation with track-and-field
athletics when the classification index (or age alone for girls) , the
Sargent Ju.mp, and the strength score were held constant to the
athletic events but not to the stunt.

The assumption upon which this

criterion was based is that persons, who, in track-and-field events,
are better than the average of those having the same . age, size, speed,
and strength, are better primarily because they have greater skills or
a great degree of motor educability.
The following is a list of the stunts that are included in the
Iowa-Brace Test.

The items with the asterisk indicate those stunts

which were in the original Brace Test.
* (1) Three-dip test.

Take a front leaning-rest position.

Bend arms, touching chest to the floor, and push body up again until
forearms are in a straight line with upper arms.
formances in succession.
abdomen.

Failure:

Execute three per

Do not touch the floor with legs or with

(a) not to push body up three times ; (b) not to

touch chest to the floor; (c) to touch the floor with any part of body
other than hands, feet s and chest.

I
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* (2) Full-l�ft-turn test.

Stand with feet together.

L and at approximately the .

upward, making a ful� turn to the left.

same place from which the test was started.
when landing).

Jump

(Feet may be separated

Do not lose the balance, or move feet after they have

touched the floor.

Failure :

(a) not . to make a full turn to the left;

(b) to move feet after they have returned to the floor ; (c) to lose
the balance.

* (3 ) Double-heel-click test.

Jump upward, clap feet together

twice, and land with feet apart (any distance).

Failure:

(a) not to

clap feet together twice; (b) to land with feet touching each other.

* (4) Jump-foot test.

Hold toes of one foot in opposite hand.

Jump upward with free foot jumping over foot that is held.
release the hold of foot .

Failure:

Do not

(a) to release foot that is held;

(b) not to jump through the loop made by foot and arm.

* ( 5) One-foot-touch-head test.

Stand on left foot.

forward, and place both hands on the floor.
extend it backw ard.

Bend trunk

Raise right leg, and

Touch head to the floor, and return to the stand

ing position without losing the balance.

Failure :

(a) not to touch

head to the floor ; (b) to lose the balance.
* (6) Grapevine test.

Stand with heels together.

Bend trunk

forward, extend both arms down between legs and behind ankles, and
· hold fingers of hands together in front . of ankles.
for five seconds.

Failure :

Hold this position

(a) to lose the balance ; (b) not to hold

fingers of both hands together ; ( c) not to hold the position for five .
seconds.

I
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* (?) Full-right-turn test.

Stand with feet together.

upward, making a full turn to the right.

Land at approximately the

same place from which the test was started.
when �anding. )

(Feet may be separated

Do not lose the balance or move feet after they have

touched the floor.
right;

Jump

Failure:

(a) not . to make a full turn to the

(b) to move feet after they have returned to the floor; (c) to

lose the balance.
* ( 8) Kneel-jump-to-feet test.
of toes on the floor.

Kneel on both knees.

Rest backs

Swing arms , and jump to the standing position.

Do not rock backward on toes, or lose the balance .

Failure:

(a) to

curl toes and to rock backward on them; (b) not to execute the jump,
and not to stand still after the standing position has been reached.

* (9) Cross-leg-squat test.
and sit down.

Fold arms across chest .

Cross feet

Get up without unfolding arms and without moving feet

about to regain the balance .

Failure:

(a) to unfold arms ; (b) to

lose the balance; (c) not to get up.
* (10) Stork-stand test.

Stand on left foot.

of right foot against the medial side of left knee.
hips.

Hold the bottom
Place hands on

Shut eyes , and hold the position for ten seconds , without

moving left foot.

Failure:

(a) to lose the balance; (b) not to hold

right foot against left knee; (c) to open eyes, or to remove hands
from hips.
* ( 11 ) Side-leaning-rest test.
legs extended , and feet together.
body.

Sit on the floor, with lower

Put right hand on the floor behin�

Turn to the right, and take a side leaning-rest po_sition,

I
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Raise left arm and

resting the body o� right hand and right foot.

left leg, and hold this position for five counts.

Failure :

(a) n�t

to take the proper position ; (b) not to hold the position for five
counts.
(12) One-knee-balance test.

Right face,

Kneel on one knee,

with other leg raised from the floor and with arms raised sideward to
the level of shoulder.

Hold position for five counts.

Failure :

(a) to touch the floor with any other part of body than lower leg ;
(b) to fall over.

(13) One-knee-head-to-the-floor test .

Kneel on one knee, with

other leg raised behind body and not touching the floor, and with arms
raised sideward to the level of shoulders.

Bend trunk forward, touch

ing head to the floor , and raise head from the floor without losing
the balance.

Failure:

(a) to lose the balance ; (b) not to touch the

floor with head; (c) to touch the floor with any part of body other
than head, and leg supporting the weight of body .
(14) Hop-back�ard test.
and take five hops backward .

Stand on either foot.
Failure:

Close eyes,

(a) to open eyes; (b) to

touch the floor with foot not supporting the weight of body.

(15) Forward-hand-kick test.
ward.

Jump upward, swinging legs for

Bend trunk forward, and touch toes with both hands before

landing.

Keep lower legs in as straight a line as possible with

upper legs.

Failure:

(a) not to touch toes with both hands before

landing; (b) to bend lower legs more than forty-five degrees.

I
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(16) Full-squat-arm-circles test.

Take a full-squat position,

with arms raised sideward to the left of shoulders.

Wave arms so

that each hand makes a circle of about one foot in diameter, · and at
the spJne time jiggle body up and down.
ten counts.

Failure:

Continue the performance for

(a) to move feet; (b) to lose the balance;

(c) to touch the floor with any other part of body than feet; (d) not
to move hands in a circle; (3) not to jiggle up and down.

(17 ) Half-turn-jump-l�ft-foot test.

jumping, make a one-half turn to the left.
Failure:

Stand on left foot, and
Keep the balance.

(a) to lose the balance; (b) to fail to complete the half

turn; (c) to touch the floor with right foot.
(18) Side-kick test.

Swing left leg sideways to the left,

jumping upward with right leg.
land with feet apart.

Strike feet toget�er in the air, and

Feet should strike together in a line that

would go to the left of left shoulder.

Failure:

(a) not to swing leg

enough to the side; (b) not to strike feet together in the air, to the
left of the line of left shoulder; (c) not to land with feet apart.

( 19) Russian-dance test.

Squat.

Raise one leg forward.

Per

form a Russian-dance step by extending legs alternately while in a
squat position.

Perform four such steps, that is, two with each leg.

Heel of forward foot may touch the floor.
strike hip on that side.

Failure:

Heel of rear foot should

(a) to lose the balance; (b) not

to do the stunt twice with each leg.
(20) Top test.

Sit, with lower legs flexed, on the floor.

arms between legs, and under and behind knees, and grasp ankle.

Put
Roll

I
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rapidly around to the right, with the weight first over right knee,
then over shoulder, then on back, then on left shoulder, and then on
left knee.

Sit up, facing in the opposite direction from which .the

test w as started.

Repeat the movements from this position, and

finish facing in the same direction from which the test was started.
Failure:

(a) to release the hold of ankles; (b) not to complete the

circle.
(21) Single-squat-balance test.
hands on hips, raise one leg forward.
counts .

Failure:

Squat on either foot.

With

Hold this position for five

(a) to remove hands from hips; (b) to touch the

floor with raised leg; (c) not to hold the balance for five seconds.
Administration of Iowa-Brace Test
Performance in stunt types of tests · is greatly affected by the
practice of stunts.

Hence, stunts included in the Iowa-Brace Test

should not be included in the physical activity program.

Performers

should not be tested in these stunts more than once every three years.
The following directions, which are in general those suggested
by Brace, should be followed in the administration of stunt types of
tests:
(1) Arrange the performers six to eight feet apart in double
lines about ten feet apart .
(2) Provide each performer with a pencil and a score blank.
Have each performer fill out his blank and then exchange it with that
of the performer opposite him in the other line .
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(3) Explain _ the test and how to score it as follows :
going to take a test that is made up of ten stunts.
stunts are very easy and some are more difficult.
you will be able to do all of them.
of each other.

"We are

Some of these

Probably none , of

You will score the performances

The person� in one line will do five stunts, and the

persons in the other line will indicate whether their partners
succeeded or failed in the performances.

Performers and scorers will

be alternated until everyone has performed ten stunts.
will be given for each stunt.

Two trials

If your partner does the stunt cor

rectly on the first trial, put a 2 in the first square; if he fails,
an O in the first square.
given a second trial.

If he fails on the first trial, he is

If he does the stunt correctly on the second

trial, put a 1 in the second square ; if he fails, an O in the second
square.

Do not permit your partner to practice the stunt.

of the stunts you will have to count the time.

In some

Do not count ' one,

two, three,' but count ' one thousand and ONE, one thousand and TWO,
one thousand and THREE. •

As soon as you have done a stunt correctly

or have had two trials at it, sit down on the floor so that I will
know when everyone is ready for the next stunt.

When you are scoring

the performance of your partner, do not practice the stunt, but sit
or lie on the floor.

Watch the person whose performance you are

scoring and pay no attention to anyone else.

Do not talk to others.

Are there any questions about what you are to do ? "

Then have the

performers in one line put aside their pencils and papers, and stand
facing the scorers.
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(4) Demonstrate the first stunt , using the standard instruc
tions given in the description of the tests.

It is convenient to

have each stunt written on a separate card , which can be held in ,one
hand and read while the stunt is being demonstrated.

(A graduate

assistant from South Dakot� State University w�s used to demonstrate
the stunt.)

Read slowly , indicating the parts of the body referred

to and taking the correct positions as you read.

Then read what con

stitutes a failure , and where it seems desirable illustrate by saying:
"This would be a failure and should be scored O. "
correctly saying :

Then do the stunt

" This would be correct and should be scored 2. ' 1

( 5 ) Have the first line perform the first stunt.

After e ach

person has had an opportunity for two trials , demonstrate the second
stunt, and so on through the list of the first five stunts.

(6) After the first line has tried the first five stunts , have
the second line try all ten stunts.

(7) After the second line has tried all ten stunts , have the
first line try the second five stunts.

I
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Scoring of Iowa-Brace Test
If the performer succeeds in executing a stunt on the first
trial, he receives two points; if he fails on the first trial but
succeeds on the second trials, he receives one point; if he fails on
both trials, he receives zero points.

The maximum score is 20.

TABLE I
IOWA-BRACE TEST:
Elementary School
2nd half
1st half

STUNTS USED

Junior-High School
1st half
2nd half

Senior-High School*
1st half
2nd half

Boys
14
12
17
15
2

11
6
9
8
19

5
1
17
20
3

11
6
16
8
19

5
15
8
10
21

5
17
15
8
21

6
15
9
19
20

6
18
19
4

Girls
14
2
20
15

5
6
8
18
3

11
16
18
20
19

*Senior high school stunts were used in this study.

11
8
13
21
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TABLE II
IOWA-BRACE TEST:

SCORING TABLES

T-Scores
Test
Score
Points

Elementary
School

20
19
18
17
16

69
66
63
60
57

Boy$
Junior
High
School

66 63
60
57
54
51

15
14
13
12
11

54
51
48
45
43

45
42
39

10
9
8
7

41
39
37
35
33

36
34
32
30
28

31
29
27

26
24
22
20
19

5

4
3
2
1

25

23

48

Senior
High
School

Elementary
School

Girls
Junior
High
School

71
65
60
56
53

67
65
62
60
58

64
61
58
56
53

50
47
44
41
38

54
52

47
45
43
41

35
33
31
29

56
50

48

45
42
39
36
33
30
28
26
24

50

39
37
35
32
JO
26

Senior
High
School
�

71
66
63
60
51

55

53
51
49
47

45
43
41
39
37

34
32
30
28

40

TABLE III
IOWA-BRACE TEST:
Stunt
Number

1st Trial

SCORE CARD
2nd Trial

Score

1
2

3

-

4

5
6
7
8

9
10
Total Score
T-Score

i
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APPENDIX B
LEFT DEFENSIVE HALFBACK STANCE, ALIGNMENT, AND
MOVEMENT ON A DROP BACK PASS FROM THE ZONE DEFENSE -

A.

2 points awarded if player' s stance is correct.
1-

- •5

2-

- .5

4-

- .5

3-

B.

2 points awarded if player plants outside foot on the snap of
the ball.
12-

C.

3-

4-

5-

for failure not to plant foot or to plant wrong foot
for any other movement of the feet on snap of ball

-

.5

- •5
- •5
-1. 0

- .5

if player doesn' t
if player doesn' t
if player doesn' t
if player doesn' t
if player gallops
floor with feet)

shuffle back a..nd out to 13 yards
have weight evenly distributed
have knees slightly flexed
use proper shuffling technique
instead of shuffling (leaves

2 points awarded if player plants outside foot and does knee
turns to inside.
1234-

E.

-1. 0
-1. 0

3 points awarded if player shuffles back and out to 13 yards.
12-

D.

.5

if player' s knees are not flexed and shoulders
parallel with the line of scrim.mage
if outside foot is not back
if player' s eyes are not . on the quarterback
if player is not aligned two yards outside of the
offensive ena

- .5

- .5

- .5
- .5

if player doesn' t have a good plant
if player turns his back on the quarterback
if player plants wrong foot
if player doesn' t move at about a 45-degree angle
with the line of scrimmage

2 points awarded if player plants inside foot and does knee
turns to outside
1234-

- .5
- .5
- .5

.5

if player doesn' t have a good plant
if player turns his back on the quarterback
if player plants the wrong foot
if player doesn ' t m9ve at about a 45-degree angle
with the line of scrimmage
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STANCE AND ALI GNMENT AND HOOK AND HOOK
AND GO PATTERNS FOR SPLIT RIGHT END
A.

B.

2 points awarded for clearing the line of scrimmage •
. 1-

•5

2-

- •5

3-

- .5

4-

- .5

2 points awarded for good fakes.
123-

C.

D.

if player' s alignment is not six to eight yards
outside the tackle
if player qoesn' t have approximately a heel toe
relationship with the weight evenly distributed on
the arm and legs, and if lead foot is not flat on
the ground although heel of back foot may be
raised off the ground
if player' s tnees are not flexed enough to permit
back to be parallel with the ground, or if the legs
are overly flexed causing the same outcome
if legs are not shoulder width apart and if head
and eyes are not up and looking ahead

- .5
- •5

-1. 0

if
if
if
by

player fails
player fails
player fails
slowing down

to
to
to
to

check with inside foot
plant on outside foot
move out fast and use speed fake
make check and plant

3 . 5 points awarded for the proper footwork .
123-

-1 . 0
-1. 0
-1. 0

4-

- .5

for not turning to the inside
for failure to pivot on both feet
if player fails to step back toward quarterback
with the foot planted
for failure to place hands in front of the face
ready to receive

3. 5 points awarded for completing the hook and go pattern.
12-

- .5

J-

-1 . 0

4-

-1 . 0

-1 . 0

if player doesn' t open to the inside
if player doesn' t move at least one step laterally
to avoid defender (not more than two steps,
however)
if player fails to look back at quarterback to the
inside
if entire pattern is not run with reasonable speed
as determined by panel of judges
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STANCE AND ALIGNMENT AND BREAK AND BREAK
AND GO PATTERN S FOR SPLIT RIGHT END
A..

B.

2 points awarded for the clearing of the line.
. 1-

.5

2-

- .5

3-

- .5

4-

- .5

4 points awarded for using good fakes.
12-

-1 . 0
-1. 0
-1. 0

4-

-1. 0

3C.

for failure to use head fake
for failure to use head fake to inside
for failure to make directional fake by checking
outside foot and planting inside foot
for failure to run under controlled gait

2 points awarded for cutting at proper angle (accumulative).
12-

D.

if player is not aligned six to eight yards outside
the tackle
if player µoesn't have approximately a heel to toe
relationship and if player's lead foot is not flat
on the ground although heel of back foot may be
off the ground
if player's knees are not flexed enough to permit
his back to �e parallel with the ground , or if legs
are overly flexed causing the same outcome
if legs are not approximately shoulder width apart
and if head and eyes are not up and looking straight
ahead

-1. 0
-1. 0

for making cut at any angle greater than 90 degrees
for making cut at 110 degrees or greater

3 points awarded for completing the break and go pattern.
1-

-1 . 0

2-

-1. 0

3-

-1. 0

if player doesn ' t continue running a good break
pattern and then the speed fake
if receiver fails to look to inside after speed
fake
if entire pattern is not run with reasonable speed
as determined by panel of judges
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, APPENDIX C
Pre -and Pos t-Tests Data Shee t
Name
DEFENSIVE HALFBACK

A.

2 pts .

BREAK AND BREAK
AND GO

A. 2 pts .

B.

3 pts .

c.

1

2 pts .

2
3
4
2 pts .

D.

3 pts .
1

1

2
3

2 pts .
1

2
34
TOTAL

2 pts .
1

2
3

c.

3 . 5 pts .
1

2

2
3
4
E.

B.

1

2
3
4
5
D.

2
3
4

1

1

2

c.

4 pts .

2 pts .
1

2
3
4

2
3
2 pts .

A.

1

1

B.

HOOK AND
HOOK AND GO

2
3
4

D.

3 . 5 pts .
1

2
3
4
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APPENDIX D
TRAINING PROGRAM
The following training program remained constant for the three
experimental groups.
teaching method.

The only variable applied to the groups was the

The methods were explained in Chapter Three.

Training Session 1
10: 20- 10: 40
Demonstrated and explained stance, alignment, and movement for
left defensive halfback on a drop back pass from a zone defense.
10: 40-11: 00
Demonstrated and discussed stance, alignment, and movement for
split right end on four pass patterns:

(1) Hook , (2) Hook and Go,

( 3) Break, and (4) Break and Go.
11: 00-11: 35
Videotaped pre-test.
Training Session 2
10: 20-10: 35
Practiced the alignment, stance, plant, and shuffling for the
defense . halfback.
10: 35-10: 45
Practiced plants and knee turns.
10:45-10: 55
Practiced entire movement beginning with stance .
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10: 55-11: 00
Practiced offensive stance for split right end.
11: 00-11: 15
Practiced "hook" and "hook and go" patterns from split right
end position.
11 : 15-11 : J0
Practiced "break" and "break and go" patterns for split right
end.
ll: J0 -11: 35
Questions and answers
Training Session

3

10: 20-10: 35
Practiced "hook and go" pattern
10: J5-10: 50
Practiced "break and go" pattern
10 : 50-11: 10
Practiced "hook" and "break 1 ' patterns
11: 10-11: J0
Practiced entire defensive movement starting with alignment
and stance.
ll: J0-ll: J5
Questions and answers

I
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Training Session 4 _
10: 20 -10: 45
Review and practice "break" and "break and go" patterns
10: 45-11: 00
Review and practice· "hook" and "hook and go" patterns
11: 00-11: 15
Review and practice all of defensive halfback's movements
11: 15-11: 30
Explain rationale behind movement of defensive halfback and
have live receiver for halfback to cover.
11: 30-11: 35
Questions and answers.
Training Session 5
10 : 20-10: 40
Review and practice

11

hook" and nhook and go" patterns.

10: 40 -11: 00
Review and practice "break" and "break and go" patterns.
11: 00- 11 : 15
Review all patterns.
11: 15-11: 35
Review defensive halfback movement.
11 : 35-11: 50
Trial test given with subject_s able to ask questions about various problems.
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11 : .50 -12 : 30
Post-test was given and recorded on videotape.
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APPENDIX E
RAW SCORES
Verbal Cues and Demonstration (Group I )
Sub.ject

Motor Educability

Pre-test

1

17

23. 0

28. 5

+

2

14

17. 0

28. 0

+11. 0

3

10

17. 0

21. 5

+ 4. 5

4

13

21. 5

29. 0

+

5

10

19. 5

24. 0

+ 4. 5

6

18

15. 0

27. 0

+12. 0

7

14

16. 0

28. 0

+12. 0

8

5

19. 0

28. 5

+

9

11

1L 5

28. 5

+1 7. 0

10

11

18 e 5

24. 5

+ 6. o

Post-test

Improvement

5. 5

7.5

9. 5

/_
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Verbal Cues, Demonstration, and
Training Film (Group II)
Subject

Motor Educability

Pre-test

Post--test

Improvement

1

15

17 . 0.

29 . 5

+12 . 5

2

11

19 . 0

30 . 0

+11 . 0

3

11

14. 5

23 . 0

+ 8. 5

4

8

22 . 0

28. 5

+ 6. 5

5

16

16 . 0

27. 0

+11 . 0

6

10

15 . 5

28 . 5

+1 3 . 0

7

10

18 . 0

21 . 5

+ 3. 5

8

11

21 . 5

25 . 0

+ 3. 5

9

16

22. 0

23 . 5

+ 1.5

Verbal Cues, Demonstration, and
Videotape P�play (Group III )
Subject

Motor Educability

Pre-test

Post-test

Improvement

1

12

20 . 0

29. 5

+ 9. 5

2

12

17 . 5

30 . 0

+12 . 5

3

13

16 . 0

25 . 0

+ 9. 0

4

7

-18 . 5

27. 5

+ 9. 0

5

11

11 . 0

22 . 5

+11 . 5

6

17

21 . 0

28 . 0

+ 7. 0

7

14

16 . 5

-2 6 . 5

+10 . 0

